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Nature Heart Collage
THIS BEAUTIFUL HEART COLLAGE COULDN’T BE SIMPLER TO MAKE, AND
THE RESULT IS BEAUTIFUL. NATURE REALLY IS THE STAR OF THE SHOW
IN THIS GORGEOUS VALENTINE’S GIFT
By Sar
ah

T

he term collage originates from the
French word “coller”, meaning “to
glue”. Materials or objects are glued to a
surface to create a new form or picture, in
this case, a heart.
Natural materials such as seed heads and
feathers can be small and extremely
delicate. I didn’t want any glue residue
showing on my completed artwork so
chose to used glue dots (I used Bostik
Micro Dots) to stick down all my nature
finds. The micro dots turn any object into
a sticker making them perfect from the
heart collage.
Materials
−
−

Shadow box frame
Transparent glue dots (I use
Bostik) or a strong transparent
glue or a hot glue gun
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−
−

Piece of paper for the
background ( I used white)
A selection of nature finds

Steps
1. Start by taking the shadow box frame
apart and sticking the paper to the
back board to form of your canvas. I
chose a bright white paper as I felt
that would provide the best
background for the natural materials.
2. To ensure you arrange your objects in
a pleasing shape, you can use a paper
heart as a template (or whichever
shape you’ve chosen).
3. Now you can start choosing which
objects you would like to place, I
suggest you stat with the outline first,
then fill in the gaps as you go along.

Whitin

g

Sarah is the author of
craftinvaders.co.uk
where she blogs
about her original
craft tutorials,
recipes, foraging,
and developing wellbeing through being
creative, spending
time outdoors
and connecting
with nature

4. Glue dots are handy for sticking
embellishments into place on a
collage. To use, place your object onto
the sheet, rub the backing to transfer
the dots and lift off. Alternatively, dot
glue very carefully onto your nature
object and press carefully into place.
Although some of the nature finds I
used are incredibly delicate, this
method worked for all of them except
one. The exception was the wild
clematis seed. For that, I applied the
dots on to the paper and then pressed
the seed into place.
Now all you have to do is decide who
you’re going to give the gift to. I loved it so
much , I gave it to myself!

craft
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Fondue
Feasts

Belinda, the
‘Accidental
Chatelaine’ loves
to cook at any
opportunity
and is delighted to
be able to share
that love with you
By Beli
n

da Prin
ce

www.
chateaumareuil.com

THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO ENJOY THIS DELICIOUS MEAL, THE MOST
WELL-KNOWN IS THE CHEESE VERSION. THE OTHER WAY IS OIL
FONDUE, WHERE YOU USE RAW INGREDIENTS

When you’re making fondue - especially
the oil version - make sure you are very
careful when cooking and serving, the oil
needs to be really hot. Always read the

Swiss Cheese Fondue

safety guidelines from the manufacturer
and follow them.
Fondue is a delicious and fun meal, but
please be cautious!

Ingredients (Serves 2)
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

1 garlic clove
200g grated gruyere*
75g grated emmental*
75g reblochon (weight with rind
removed), cut into chunks
2 tsp cornflour (optional*)
Freshly grated nutmeg to taste
175ml dry riesling (or other dry
white wine)
1 tbsp kirsch
Bread for dipping

Equipment
Cast iron or enamel fondue pot or a large,
heavy-based saucepan
1. Cut the garlic clove in half and rub one
half over the inside of the fondue pot.
Finely chop the remaining half, then
add to the pan.
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2. Add the grated gruyere*, emmental*
and reblochon to the pan along with
the cornflour, if using* (if you use
ready grated cheese, this is not
necessary), and a good grating of
nutmeg and black pepper. Stir
everything together using a
wooden spoon.
3. Pour in the wine, then set the pan over
a medium heat. Gently heat and stir,
taking care not to overheat the
mixture. Once the cheese has melted,
turn up the heat slightly and let the
mixture just come to a gentle simmer.
Cook for a few minutes to thicken.
4. Remove the pan from the heat, stir in
the kirsch and season to taste.
Transfer the pan to the centre of the
table, setting it on the fondue stand or
a heatproof trivet with the serving
accompaniments (see below), then let
everyone dive in.

food

Fondue Bourguignonne
Ingredients (Serves 4-6 (easily halved))
−
−
−
−

800g beef steak of your choice, cut into 2cm cubes
1ltr good vegetable oil
Crusty white bread
Green salad

1. Prepare your sauces (see p12) in advance, and put in little bowls around the
fondue burner, along with the meat, bread and salad. Season the meat.
2. When you’re ready to eat, fill the fondue pan half-full of vegetable oil and heat on
the hob until it’s hot, but not smoking. You’re aiming for around 190C, but if you
haven’t got a thermometer, test with a cube of bread – when it takes about 30
secs to brown, it’s ready.
3. Put the fondue burner on the table carefully so that it’s stable, then, following the
manufacturer’s instructions, light the flame and put the pan on top.
4. Give each guest a fondue fork for dunking the meat in the hot oil. It should take
25-30 secs for rare, 30-35 secs for medium and 45-60 secs for well done. When
the meat is cooked, dip it into the sauces, and pile it onto the bread.
5. This works equally well with cubes of chicken breast, lean pork or lamb.

Vegetable Fondue
Ingredients
− Selection of vegetables eg: peppers,
mushrooms, cauliflower, broccoli,
courgettes, aubergines, carrots,
squash, shallots or baby onions *
− Lemon juice
− Vegetable oil
− Sauces and dips of your choice (p12)
− Bread
* Factor in about 200g of veg per
person if the fondue is going to be
served as a first course or 400g per
person as a main course. Any

leftovers can be eaten the next day in
a stir-fry, omelette or with dips.
1. Wash, dry and chop a selection of
vegetables into bite-sized pieces.
2. Squeeze lemon juice over the chopped
vegetables to prevent them from
turning brown.
3. Fill a fondue pot 1/3 of the way full
with vegetable oil, and sit the pot
directly on the hob.
4. Heat the oil to 375 F/190 C, which is a
temperature just below burning. The
fondue stand will keep the fondue hot
but cannot bring the temperature to
near boiling.
5. To test whether the oil is hot enough,
dip a piece of bread in the oil with a

fondue fork. The bread should turn
brown in 30 seconds.
6. Carefully transfer the fondue pot to
the fondue stand using oven gloves.
Exercise extra caution as the fondue
pot will be extremely hot.
7. Dip a piece of vegetable into the hot
oil using a fondue skewer. The
vegetables need to cook in the fondue
for 3 to 5 minutes to fully cook.
8. Slide the cooked vegetable off the
fondue skewer using a second fork
and allow the vegetable to cool
slightly before eating. This will make
sure that you don't burn your mouth
using the fondue skewer.
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Ingredients (Serves 4 (easily halved))

Dips and Sauces

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

SALSA VERDE
Put a handful each of parsley, basil, mint,
coriander and tarragon in a blender with 1
tsp Dijon mustard, 1 tbsp red wine
vinegar, 2 tbsp olive oil, 4 anchovies and 1
garlic clove, grated. Whizz together and
chill until needed.
AÏOLI
Mix 3 tbsp mayonnaise with the juice of 1
lemon, 1 tsp Dijon mustard and 1 garlic
clove, grated. Chill until needed.
CURRY SAUCE
Mix together 125ml mayonnaise, 2/3 tbsp
curry powder or paste, 2 tbsp milk, ½ tsp
hot pepper sauce. Chill until needed.
MUSTARD SAUCE
Mix together 60ml mayonnaise, 60ml
Dijon mustard, 1 tsp hot pepper sauce, 1
clove of garlic, crushed. Chill
until needed.
TARTAR SAUCE
Mix together 200ml mayonnaise, 1 tbsp
chopped onion, 1 tbsp chopped capers, 1
tbsp chopped parsley with 1 tbsp crème
fraiche and 1 tsp chopped tarragon. Chill
until required.
SPICY TOMATO SAUCE
Sauté 40g finely chopped onion, 1 clove
of crushed garlic, 1 tsp of finely chopped
fresh ginger with ground spices to taste
(cumin, paprika, cayenne, cinnamon,
ground cloves) in 1 tbsp of olive oil until
softened. Stir in 1 tbsp cider vinegar and
cook off for 1 minute. Add 1 x 400g tin
of good quality chopped tomatoes and 2
tbsp brown sugar and season to taste.
Simmer, stirring occasionally for about 30
minutes until thickened. Leave to cool
slightly and then whizz in a food
processor or blender to achieve your
preferred texture. Serve warm or at
room temperature.
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1ltr fish or vegetable stock
60ml dry white wine
Worcestershire sauce, to taste
1 clove garlic, crushed
1 tbsp freshly grated ginger
Sea salt, to taste
Freshly ground black pepper, to taste
225g prawns, shelled and deveined
225g fresh salmon
225g firm white fish (halibut, sole, cod
or haddock)
2 tbsp lemon juice
2 fresh firm tomatoes, washed and cut
into wedges
1 lemon, sliced
Fresh parsley, to garnish
Fresh dill, to garnish

1. In a large pot over medium-high heat,
combine the fish or vegetable stock,
wine, Worcestershire sauce, garlic,
ginger, salt, and pepper. Bring to the

Seafood Fondue
boil, reduce the heat and simmer for
20 to 25 minutes.
2. Rinse the prawns and fish; pat dry
with paper towels. Cut the fish into
bite-size pieces. Place the prawns and
fish on a platter, sprinkle with lemon
juice and season with salt and pepper.
Refrigerate until fondue time.
3. Transfer the broth into the fondue
pot. Light the fondue burner and
adjust the heat. Bring broth to a boil.
Thread prawns, fish, and tomato
wedges onto a fondue fork or use wire
skimmers; place in the bubbling
seafood broth until cooked through.
4. Serve with lemon slices and garnish
with parsley and dill.
5. Some homemade Tartar sauce would
be a delicious accompaniment!

Boozy Chocolate Fondue… add your favourite liquor
This chocolate fondue recipe is very simple and makes the ultimate sharing dessert for
2 or more! To make a chocolate fondue, you just need chocolate and double cream but
why not try your favourite liqueur to give it extra zing? When melting chocolate on the
hob, it needs to be in a heatproof bowl over a pan of simmering water but make sure
that the water doesn't touch the bottom of the bowl. A glass bowl is ideal, and you get
good visibility of how the chocolate is melting.
Ingredients (Serves 4)
− 300g dark chocolate*, broken into
small pieces
− 6 tbsp double cream
− 1 tbsp Grand Marnier or a liqueur of
your choice
Dipper ideas
Marshmallows, strawberries, cherries,
chunks of banana, grapes, apple wedges,
slices of kiwi fruit, salted pretzels,
pineapple chunks, Amaretti biscuits, small
pieces of brownie, diced brioche or cake
You need wooden skewers or fondue forks
1. Put the chocolate in a heatproof bowl
and place over a pan of gently
simmering water (the base should not
touch the water). Stir until melted.
2. Transfer to a fondue bowl if using, or
place in a small saucepan and set on a
table over a warming tray.
3. Bring the double cream to the boil in a
small saucepan and stir into the
chocolate mixture with the Grand
Marnier if using. Stir to mix well.
4. To serve, dip the marshmallows or
fruit into the warm chocolate using

fondue forks or wooden skewers –
eat immediately.
5. As an alternative*, use milk or white
chocolate or a mixture.

food

Brasserie La Licorne

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition…

Come and visit our medieval château

Luxury Holidays with Private Pool - Chambres d’Hôtes - Parties, Celebrations &
Weddings - Wine Tasting & Private DiningCHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE

Open for private viewings Call 05 49 48 02 93
CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE
Château
Open for private viewings Call
05 49Mareuil,
48 02 93Mareuil, 86290 Brigueil-le-Chantre
Belinda and Lee Prince 05 49 48 02 93 www.chateaumareuil.com

Siret: 840796015 00013

Opening Soon!

’
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Parlez
Français
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

Leosx vacanceosx au ski
Histoire…
En France, nous avons la chance d’avoir des massifs montagneux. Le plus près de
chez nous est le Massif Central.
Beaucoup de Français profitent des vacances de Noël ou des vacances de février
pour partir à la montagne. Certaines personnes profitent même d’un week-end pour
se ressourcer à la montagne !

Broaden your horizons with
CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
Bon courage ! Et à bientôt !

Isabelle
Broaden your horizons with
CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
Mob. : 06 20 10 34 49
Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr
Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL
HORIZONS Language Centre in L’Isle
Jourdain and teaches French as a Foreign
Language every day in their many
classrooms. Do not hesitate to contact her

Les enfants adorent généralement
aller en vacances de ski. Ils peuvent
partir en famille ou en groupe en
voyage organisé. Voici la lettre d’une
petite fille à ses parents :
« Coucou Maman et Papa,

De décembre à mars, la plupart des stations et domaines skiables français ouvrent
leurs portes au public. Réservez votre séjour à la montagne et profitez de vacances
en altitude ! Dans quel massif irez-vous skier cet hiver ? Alpes du Nord ou Alpes du
Sud, Jura, Massif Central, Pyrénées ou bien dans les Vosges ou même à Andorre ?

Nous sommes enfin arrivés à la station de
ski. Il a neigé toute la nuit et le conducteur
du bus a dû rester derrière le
chasse-neige.

On peut y faire du ski, du surf, des randonnées, de la luge. Il y a aussi un grand
choix pour l’hébergement, on peut louer un chalet, une résidence, un studio ou un
appartement, ou louer une chambre dans un hôtel ou un club ou aller dans une
chambre d’hôte ou un gîte dans les stations de ski françaises. Il y en a pour tous les
budgets.

Le chalet est beau. Les pistes sont au pied
de l’hébergement. Le temps est
plutôt ensoleillé.

Dans les stations de ski, il y a des pistes pour les débutants et pour les plus sportifs,
des parcs pour les enfants, des pistes de ski de fond, des animations au pied des
pistes, des restaurants d’altitude…
Il y a des petites stations de ski et des grandes stations avec des grands domaines
skiables. Les plus fréquentées sont dans les Alpes, comme par exemple : Alpe
d’Huez, la Plagne, Courchevel, Les Arcs. Il existe aussi des stations de ski familiales
comme Aussois (en Savoie, dans la région Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes), Saint-LarySoulan (dans les Pyrénées), Serre Chevalier (dans les Hautes Alpes) et Chamrousse
(dans les Alpes du Nord).
Quand les Français vont en vacances au ski, ils aiment manger les spécialités locales
et des produits du terroir, comme la tartiflette, la fondue au fromage, la raclette, des
plats à base de pommes de terre et de fromage, du miel de montagne… Mais aussi,
ils peuvent boire le vin local.

FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE

FRENCH LESSONS

with experienced French teachers

At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

(if eligible)

Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning
Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98
alain.rio@hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

http://hvformations.org
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ONE-TO-ONE / GROUPS
PLUS

or ONLINE CLASSES

Translations &
Administrative Assistance

Sandrine Durand Siret : 488 296 450 00015
05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

Ce matin, nous avons visité le domaine
skiable. Il est magnifique. Je n'arrive pas à
me souvenir de combien de pistes il y a,
mais on peut skier tous les jours sur une
piste différente. Pour l'instant, nous allons
louer notre équipement de ski. J'ai juste
besoin d'une paire de skis paraboliques et
bien sûr, d'un casque pour protéger
ma tête.
Je n'ai pas besoin d'une nouvelle paire de
chaussures de ski et je ne voudrais pas
porter d'autres lunettes de ski que les
miennes. Elles sont trop à la mode !
Heureusement que je n'ai pas à acheter le
forfait de ski : il est inclus dans le prix
du séjour.

language & assistance

Après le repas, je vais prendre ma
première leçon. La télécabine emmènera
le groupe en haut de la montagne pour
rejoindre un télésiège qui nous déposera
sur une piste de ski.
Ne vous inquiétez pas, Paul est trop jeune
pour venir avec nous. Il va prendre sa
première leçon avec les débutants. Ce soir,
il sera capable de freiner en chasse-neige,
du moins, je l'espère ! Il vous racontera
tout ça dans une prochaine lettre.
Prenez soin de vous !
Bisous.
Inès »

Vocabulaire spécifique pour le ski
un équipement
a piece of equipment / gear

des lunettes / masques de ski
ski goggles

un équipement de ski
a piece of skiing equipment / gear

une cagoule
a ski mask

des chaussures de ski (fem, pl)
ski boots

un casque
a ski helmet

des gants de ski (masc, pl)
ski gloves

des bâtons de ski (masc, pl)
ski poles

une combinaison de ski
a ski suit

une paire de skis paraboliques
a pair of carving skis

FRENCH
COMMUNICATION
SERVICES
Comprehensive administration, translation
and support services for English-speaking
people in France…to make life easier.
Call Jenny 06 79 85 58 84
Mail: jenifer@wordsmithcoms.com
www.facebook.com/frenchwordsmith
Siret 504 587 924 00011
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la station de ski
the ski resort

un forfait de ski
a ski pass

freiner (verb)
to slow down / to brake

un hébergement
accommodation

un chasse-neige
a snowplough

skier (verb) en chasse-neige
to ski in a snow plough

neiger (verb)
to snow

une dameuse
a snow-groomer

un freinage en chasse-neige
snowplough braking

un poste de secours
an emergency station

le damage
grooming (the piste)

un dérapage
a skid

un pisteur
a ski patroller

damer (verb)
to tamp down

une trace
a track

une remontée mécanique
(téléski)
a ski lift

Allons skier !
Let’s go skiing!

une bosse
a bump

skier (verb)
to ski

une piste bosselée
a mogul

le ski alpin
alpine skiing

une pente raide
a steep slope

le ski de piste
downhill skiing

une pente douce
a gentle slope

le ski de fond
cross-country skiing

une piste verte
a green piste

le ski de randonnée
ski touring

une piste bleue
a blue piste

skier (verb) hors-piste
to ski off-piste

une piste rouge
a red piste

une descente à skis
a ski descent

une piste noire
a black piste

glisser (verb)
to slide / to glide

être (verb) débutant (adj)
to be a ski beginner

une piste de ski
a ski run
un remonte-pente
a ski tow
un télésiège
a chairlift
une télécabine / un téléphérique
a cable car
un scooter des
neiges
a snowmobile
un
domaine
skiable
a ski field
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Creating an SAS:
The Essentials
T

he anagram SAS stands for Société par
Action Simplifée, best translated as
simplified joint stock company. The SAS is
a relatively recent form of company in
France. It has a supple structure and as a
result allows the associates to be relatively
free to organise its management as
they wish. The great difference between an
SAS and other companies is that its capital
base is freely chosen within the company’s
’status’ and can be made up of just one
associate, thus making a SASU (société par
actions simplifiée unipersonnelle) or
numerous different parties.
Creating SAS, what to know
I won’t list all of the tasks necessary in a
SAS set up as it’s quite complex. Also, this
article will be spread in two parts (part 2
will be in March’s edition). This month, I
will go up to and including the
management of an SAS, and next month’s
magazine will start with the advantages
and disadvantages of this regime.
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

The corporate status of SAS is legally
established in writing. The status must
be signed by all the initial partners. The
initial partners/associates have a great
deal of freedom when drafting the
status. This means that it is important
at the beginning to construct the right
basis for the business and therefore it is
strongly recommended to seek
competent professionals in the field.
The amount of capital to create the SAS
can be freely set within the company’s
articles; it is also possible to set a
variable capital.
A SAS cannot publicly offer its
shares for sale.
The duration of the company is freely
set within its status, with a limit of
99 years.
There is no specific provision
concerning the number of partners. A
SAS can therefore constitute a single
member (it will then be a SASU) or
have any number of shareholders as
there is no cap provided for by the law.

All types of shareholder contributions can
be made within the creation of a SAS:
contributions in cash, contributions in
kind, and industrial contributions such as
patents. However the industrial
contributions are not allowed to be
included in the formation of capital. The
appointment of an assessor - commissaire

aux apports - is required for the evaluation
of certain contributions.
An auditor - commissaire aux comptes must be appointed in the SAS when two of
the three following thresholds are
exceeded:
− total of the annual turnover HT is
greater than 2 million euros;
− total assets greater than 1 million euros;
− and average number of employees
greater than 20.
In addition, the auditor is required when
the SAS has exclusive or joint control of
one or more other companies, or when it is
controlled exclusively or jointly by one or
more other companies. Finally, one or
more shareholders representing at least
10% of the capital can ask for the legal
authorities to appoint an auditor.

SMALL BUSINESS ADVICE

LINDSEY QUERIAUD
OWNER: CAST T: 05 45 84 14 94
lindseyqueriaud@outlook.com

SAS associates are entitled to the right to
information, have financial rights
(including dividends), the right to
participate in the assemblies, a right to
vote and control rights (possibility to ask
questions in writing to the president, to
ask for management expertise).
One of the characteristics specific to the
SAS is that it allows partners to insert a
number of clauses in the status to control
its shareholding; inalienability clauses,
exclusion clauses and terms of approval.
However, SAS associates who do not
master business law must be vigilant
before signing the status. An analysis of
each provision and the consequences is
obligatory to ensure the associate’s
commitment and security.
The management of the SAS

As we have seen above, the status of SAS
The following elements must be included
allows for a relatively liberal company
in the status of a SAS: the form of society,
management. There is nevertheless an
the name, company’s main offices, the
obligation provided for by law: the SAS
business’s aim, the duration of the
must nominate a president, the only body
company, amount of capital, the number
imposed by law and who will be the legal
of shares issued and the form in which the
representative of the company. The
contributions in kind and special
president has the most extensive powers
advantages are made, the fiscal closing
to act on behalf of the company with
date, the rules concerning the distribution
respect to third parties.
of profit and the
constitution of company
For the rest, the initial
reserves, the conditions
shareholders are free to
As you can see, this is a organise the
relating to the management
relatively complex
of the company and the
management structure
process for an amateur
choice of the President of
of the SAS as they wish.
The conditions of
the SAS, the decisions to be
appointment,
taken in the General
remuneration, duration and revocation
Assembly, the terms for managing general
will be provided for in the status.
meetings, the conditions attached to the
Associates may choose that one or more
modification of the composition of the
persons hold the title of Managing
capital, the identity of the initial
Director therefore exercising the powers
shareholders and, if applicable, the
entrusted to the president.
identity of the first Auditors. As you can
see, this is a relatively complex process for
The President of SAS can be a physical
an amateur.
person or a business entity. It can combine
the administration and direction of the
Partners / Associés
SAS and thus be the only management
One or several physical persons or legal
body of the company.
entities can establish a SAS.
An associate does not necessarily have a
▪ The law provides no ceiling on the
function within the SAS. Where the
maximum number of partners.
associate has a role, he is given an
▪ The partners do not acquire the status
employment contract and is perceived as
of trader and they can't therefore be
an employee. The terms are defined as
responsible for any losses above the
part of the initial company status. The
amount of their contributions.
employee post means that the associate
▪ A non-emancipated minor may also be
has all the advantages and disadvantages
of being an employee. (Part 2 next month.)
an associate with a SAS.
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Are Your Savings Working in
the Most Efficient Way for You?
Having savings stashed away for a rainy
day or for investment purposes is an
important part of your wealth-building
journey. But you need to ask if your
savings are in the best vehicle at
the moment.
With inflation running at the level that it
is, and the lack of returns on savings
accounts, you could in fact be losing
money if you leave it to stagnate in a
savings account. Inflation could be higher
than the interest earned, and over time
your money will depreciate.
With Brexit now having happened, if you
have a financial adviser who lives in the
UK and is regulated in the UK, most of
them will now not be able to provide you
with ongoing advice.
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Also any savings that were deemed tax
efficient in the UK, like ISAs for example,
are not tax efficient here in France. If you
live in France, there are better options to
look at depending on your risk tolerance.
Depending on the provider, you can invest
in a range of currencies or different
investment funds to potentially earn better
returns, rather than leaving the money
sitting in your bank account.
There are tax efficient vehicles where you
could earn better returns and not have to
pay capital gains or income tax on the
returns received. There are also
inheritance tax benefits when you want to
pass on your money to your beneficiaries
on your death.
An Assurance Vie is a type of insurance
investment policy which offers permanent
residents in France a tax efficient way of
investing and withdrawing money with
added inheritance tax advantages.
▪

Funds remaining within an Assurance
Vie grow free of French income and
capital gains tax.

▪

You have a choice of funds that could
give much higher returns than a lowinterest savings account from a bank.

▪

Your funds are able to grow, and you
do not have to pay any taxes on them
on an annual basis.

▪

There is no limit on the amount that
can be invested.

▪

After 8 years, €4600 can be withdrawn
annually free of tax (€9200 for a
married couple) and anything over this
is then subject to tax and
social charges.

▪

It falls outside of your estate and can
therefore be left directly
to beneficiaries.

▪

As long as the policy is established
before your 70th birthday, you can
name as many beneficiaries on the
plan as you like, each receiving up to
€152,000 tax free on death of the
assured (anything over this amount is
taxed at 20%. If any premiums are paid
or the policy is started after your 70th
birthday, the amount goes down to
€30,500 in total.)

▪

The Assurance Vie may also help
reduce your wealth tax liability as there
is a cap on the percentage of wealth tax
you pay, based on your taxable income.

It is important that you review your
savings to ensure they’re in a product that
will give you maximum returns and be tax
efficient. Your financial adviser who lives
and works in France can help you find the
best vehicle for your money according to
your individual savings goals and
risk appetite.

business

ARE YOU READY FOR THE YEAR AHEAD?
T

here is much discussion about the
merits of not jumping headfirst into
January all gung ho for the New Year.
Instead, allow January to be the month
that you ease out of the previous year into
the new and align your business plan,
goals, and targets for the spring. February
could be a great month to focus on
business planning ready for spring.

to live on each month? What are your
outgoings? What needs to come in each
month to satisfy all outgoings? Do you
need to prepare for significant costs in the
future? Adjust your pricing accordingly.
Customers

Customers are essential to your business.
Without them you have no business. Who
are your ideal customers? Where are they?
We cannot disagree that the world has
Where do you need to be
changed since Covid
for business owners,
It can be pretty isolating and seen? Where should you
be spending money
and some of those
lonely as a small business
promoting your business?
effects we are now
owner, so talk to other
What activities need to be
seeing in this new
business owners
budgeted for? What
year are supply chain
enquiries and business
issues and increased
were generated from previous activities?
costs. In addition, the cost of living, fuel
Don't forget existing customers; it's much
prices, and utility prices will impact both
more expensive to seek new clients than it
personal and professional purse strings.
is to keep your existing ones.
So here are some topics to consider when
reviewing your plan for 2022.
Market research
Financials
What are your costs? What do you need to
run your business? What are your regular
outgoings? Insurance, tools, petrol,
supplies, business tax? What do you need

How do you fare against your
competitors? What do your customers
think of you? What are your potential
customers looking for? How can you meet
those needs? How can you reach them?

MARKETING

MICALA
WILKINS
ALACIM SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Can you collaborate with
other businesses?
Sharpen marketing efforts
Consider improving your marketing
efforts, online and offline, to better
promote your goods or services to connect
with new and existing customers. Where
was your spend directed to in previous
year(s)? What was the return? Is there a
return from your time spent on social
media? Are there gaps in your web
marketing? Do you know where your
customers are?
Get excited about what you need to do for
2022! Get some focus behind it! It can be
pretty isolating and lonely as a small
business owner, so talk to other business
owners. And keep reviewing the plan
throughout the year and adjust
accordingly. One thing is for sure, we all
want to survive this year!

TONY FARRELL
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ADVISER
The Spectrum IFA Group, with over 20 years’
experience advising expatriates throughout
Europe on all aspects of financial planning
T: 05 55 89 57 94
E: tony.farrell@spectrum-ifa.com
TSG Insurance Services S.A.R.L. Siège Social: 34 Bd des Italiens, 75009
Paris. R.C.S. Paris B 447 609 108 (2003B04384). Société de Courtage
d’assurances. Intermédiaire en opération de Banque et Services de
Paiement. Numéro d’immatriculation 07 025 332 – www.orias.fr
Conseiller en investissements financiers, référencé sous le numéro
E002440 par ANACOFI-CIF,
association agréée par l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers

Let’s talk currency
Sue Cook
Regional Coordinator Centre Ouest
87600 Rochechouart
+33 (0)555 036 669 +33 (0)689 992 889
E: sue.c@currenciesdirect.com
www.currenciesdirect.com/france
Siret: 444 729 008 00011

Advertise Your Business
Contact Sam or Gayle: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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100% Sante Reform
for Hearing Aids

BH ASSURANCES

T

he new reform 100% Santé gives you
access to hearing aids free of charge
paid by CPAM and your top-up, so you no
longer need to go back to the UK to
buy them!
There are 2 types of hearing aid:
Class I
These are fully covered under the 100%
santé as long as you have a top-up contract
that includes it (Contrat Responsable).
They follow strict criteria and every
hearing aid shop that sells Class 2 hearing
aids must propose Class 1 hearing aids
with the same quality.
They must have 12 adjustment levels and
30 decibels minimum of amplification.
And they must have at least 3 of the
following options:

hearing aids, but the amount depends on
your contract. Normally you have 30 days
to try your hearing aid, free of charge,
whether it is Class 1 or 2.
General things to know about
hearing aids in France
Do not wait to become deaf to have an
appointment with an ORL (Oto-rhinolaryngologiste, which is a hearing doctor).
Most of them have a waiting list but not as
long as the eye doctor. You first need a
prescription from your GP to go and an
ORL, so that’s the first step to take.
Once you’ve had your appointment and
you have your prescription for your
hearing aid, you need to go to a hearing
aid shop called an ‘Audioprothesis’. Don’t
just turn up at the shop to get a test! It
won’t work. And you won’t get reimbursed
without the
prescription.

− Tinnitus white noise
generator
All the hearing aid shops
− Bluetooth
You can only change
must systematically
your hearing aids
− Expanded bandwidth ≥
include in their quote the
every 4 years and
6 000 Hz
100% santé
batteries are
− Wind noise reduction
reimbursed but
− Binaural
limited per year depending on the hearing
synchronisation
aid you have.
− Anti-reverb and echo effect
Obligatory quote
− Adaptive directive microphonic noise
(directional microphones)
Since 1st of January 2021, all the hearing
Note that the quality of those hearing aids
is the same as the expensive one below
according to a test made by UFC Que
Choisir (a French independent consumer
magazine: www.quechoisir.org/actualiteappareils-auditifs-enfin-une-gamme-deprotheses-remboursees-a-100-n86739

aid shops must systematically include in
their quote the 100% santé.

Class II
Not covered by the 100% santé. Basically,
they are the same as above but would have
extra options such as being connected to
your smartphone and some other comfort
options. Also note that you can get some
money back from your top-up on class 2

See an example of a quote on the opposite
page. The first offer includes the 100%
santé and left 0 in the section indicating
how much is left to be reimbursed by the
customer: “Montant total du reste à
charge, si connu”. The total price for the

Do insist on the 100% santé, especially if
you are on a budget! And yes, of course,
the professionals selling you the hearing
aids get more money selling Class 2 than
Class 1, so beware.

hearing aid is 1900, 480 reimbursed by
CPAM and 1420 reimbursed by Allianz.
In the second offer (autre offre), the one
that’s NOT 100% santé, you can see the
shop put the amount reimbursed by both
CPAM and the top-up insurance (480 and
320). Leaving “a small” 2 580 euro to pay
by the customer.
Note that hearing aid shops (unlike
dentists) have a system that allows them
to check what cover for hearing aids you
have with your top-up.
Conclusion
The new law is fantastic and means you
can get treatment that’s fully covered by
your top-up as long as you have the proper
contract (Contrat Responsable). But you
need to know the law before you visit your
local shop! Now you do!
Please feel free to contact me for a quote
for top-up insurance. Note that the law has
changed now, and we can cancel your
existing top-up contract at any time as
long as you have had the contract for at
least one year, so please do not hesitate to
contact me for a quote. You probably have
a contract with an extra level of cover for
teeth, glasses or hearing aids when it is no
longer necessary as 100% is enough so you
could have a cheaper contract! Plus, with
Allianz, you can choose better cover for
hospital while staying on a low level for
teeth or glasses, etc. Most companies have
level 1, 2, 3 etc. so if you want the best
cover for hospital, you have no choice
but to have the best cover for all the rest
as well.
And remember to check out our website
www.bh-assurances.fr/en for all my
previous articles and register to receive
our monthly Newsletter. You can also
follow us on Facebook: “Allianz Jacques
Boulesteix et Romain Lesterps”
Please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974
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business
Les équipments proposés dans l’offre 100% santé répondent à des exigences de qualité définies après avis de la Haute Autorité de santé. Le professionnel
de santé s’engage à respecter le prix limite de vente défini. Ces aides auditives couvrent les besoins essentials de la tres grande majorité des malentendants.
Elles disposent au minimum de 3 options parmi les suivantes : rédacteur d’acouphène, connectivité sans fil, rédacteur de bruit du vent, synschronisation
dinaurale, directivité microphonique adaptative, bande passante élargie> 6000Hx, apprentissage de sonie, rédacteur de réverbération.

XXXXX DETAILS OF HEARING AID SHOP HERE XXXXX
CAPTO 3 MNR T MSIL, Audiolab CAPTO 3 MINI RITE T MSIL, CAPTO
3 Caractéristiques essentials :
- Ecout. Déporté, 10 canaux
- Telecommande, Bluetooth, Sortie AC
- Anti Larsen : oui
- Rédacteur d’acouphènes : oui
- Accessibilité de la boucle magnétique ou bobine T : oui

Caractéristqiues identiques a la prothese droite

900.47

950.00

900.47

950.00

1800.94

1900.00
480.00
1420.00

XXXXX DETAILS OF HEARING AID SHOP HERE XXXXX
CAPTO 3 MNR T MSIL, Audiolab CAPTO 3 MINI RITE T MSIL,
CAPTO 3 Caractéristiques essentials :
- Ecout. Déporté, 10 canaux
- Telecommande, Bluetooth, Sortie AC
- Anti Larsen : oui
- Rédacteur d’acouphènes : oui
- Accessibilité de la boucle magnétique ou bobine T : oui

1507.11

1507.11

1590.00

Caractéristqiues identiques a la prothese droite

1507.11

1507.11

1590.00

Oticin - CHARGEUR SMART MINIRITE R

189.57

189.57

200.00

3203.79

3203.79

3380.00
480.00
320.00
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Strength Training
FOR HEALTH & WEIGHT LOSS
WHEN WE THINK OF EXERCISE, MANY OF US JUMP TO IMAGES OF
RUNNING, AEROBICS OR SWEATING IT OUT IN THE GYM ON A
TREADMILL. THAT’S PERFECTLY FINE IF IT’S YOUR THING, BUT IT IS NOT
POSSIBLE FOR EVERYONE

By Amanda

King

Amanda lives near
Ruffec and is in the final
year of an Advanced
Diploma in
Naturopathic Nutrition
with the College of
Naturopathic Medicine
in London. She holds a
BSc in Human Biology
and Counselling
/Psychology. Amanda is
passionate about living
in harmony with nature
and innate wellness.

amandakingnutrition@gmail.com
www.amandakingnutrition.com

C

ardiovascular fitness certainly is
important but there is another way to
improve your health and burn more
calories overall and often in much less
time. Strength training isn’t all about
lifting the heaviest weights you can on a
barbell or going for rippling muscles. Its
vital for the bone health of women over 40
particularly to do what is called ‘load
bearing’ and really important for men too.
Women are at a higher risk of osteoporosis
as they age and when we live a sedentary
lifestyle we naturally lose bone density
from around age 40. The simplest way to
maintain your bone density and muscle
mass is with strength training.

Increasing your muscle mass will not only
sufficient. When you can easily do five
rounds of ten lunges with 15 seconds
allow you to burn more calories in a
between each set, then you can carry extra
resting state, it will also slowly, over time
weight for example holding 1kg in each
improve your tone and shape and who
hand or again, carrying your loaded
doesn’t want to look good? You can weigh
backpack. Even filling the bag with sand
the same on the scales and be two sizes
can be a great addition to your
different, your weight is not a good
fitness equipment.
indicator of health so don’t use the scales
to judge your changing shape. Use the
In time, you can also add the use of
clothes you want to fit in or if you are
resistance bands to your exercises, they
motivated by seeing differences in the
add tension or resistance during exercise
numbers then take measurements of your
making it more difficult to do movements,
thighs, waist, hips and
and engages more
biceps and use that to
muscles, which
Increasing your muscle mass
see where you have
helps to build
will not only allow you to burn
changed shape.
strength.

It’s all to do with your basal metabolic rate
(BMR) and that is slightly different for
everyone. Your BMR is the rate at which
you burn calories just in your every day
life. How many calories you need to
consume each day to function and live.
Muscle burns more calories than fat. So
the more muscle you have in your body,
the more calories you will burn naturally
every day, whether you exercise or not.
Maintaining your bone and muscle health
will ultimately lead to less risk of breaking
bones as you age and also contribute to a
slower rate of ageing and staying capable,
strong and happy.

If you have dumbbells,
Don’t forget - you
it will also slowly, over time
you can go for a walk
always need to
improve your tone and shape
with them in your
stretch your limbs
hand and this will
before you exercise
strengthen your arms. There are great
to warm yourself up and stretch again
exercises to do daily that will increase your
afterwards on the warm down.
strength without even equipment like
Spending 15 minutes a day to do strength
dumbbells. You can find examples of these
training will give you results quickly and
exercises with the correct form
as you become stronger, simply increase
on YouTube.
your weight. Always increase your weight
The plank: Either a full plank from the
slowly as overloading the joints or lifting
feet or from the knees if you need to
anything that you struggle to carry can
develop your core strength. Hold for thirty
cause injury. Pick a weight you feel
seconds and release for ten and try again.
comfortable with and work with that. You
If you can do more, do more. You can see
should feel the weight be more difficult to
where your comfortable level is, by timing
carry after ten repetitions but not from the
yourself and then try to do five repetitions
first few.
of that with a break in between. This will
A word about DOMS (delayed onset
build up your abdominal muscles and
muscle soreness). If you haven’t exercised
back strength.
for a while then you may experience the
Air squats: These use your body weight
normal aches that accompany muscle
as the load initially. Try to get your bottom
growth. When you do any exercise you
at least to the level of your knees, go as low
create damage to the muscle fibres, this is
as you can. build up the quads and when
normal. Then your body begins to repair
you have built up some strength there,
that damage to increase the strength in
hold onto that 5kg bag of rice or wear the
that area, which is why you need to eat
loaded backpack and then do your squats.
good quality whole proteins with your
Do ten squats then rest for 15 seconds.
meal. Animal based proteins contain all
Repeat this five times.
amino acids necessary for muscle repair.

There are some great ways to increase the
amount of weight you lift without having
any special equipment. When you take a
walk, carry a backpack with a 5kg bag of
rice in it. Adding the extra weight will
encourage your body to build muscle and
you will burn more calories during the
exercise and more after you have finished
too. It takes time to build muscle,
attention to ensuring that you consume
enough protein, eggs are a great whole
protein and contain many other essential
nutrients for great health. Reducing the
amounts of processed foods you eat and
paying attention to adding fibre rich
vegetables including two portions of green
leafy vegetables every day, like kale or
cabbage and you will be on the pathway to
better health and more energy.

more calories in a resting state,

Lunges: These engage many muscle
groups and its very important to have a
good technique. Initially don’t add any
extra weight as your body weight will be

When you begin a new regime, remember
to go slowly and of you have any existing
health issues chat to your GP before
starting a new exercise program.
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Kimchi: The Fermented Powerhouse
FOR THOSE WHO HAVEN’T HEARD OF KIMCHI, IT IS A FERMENTED
KOREAN ACCOMPANIMENT, SPICY AND DELICIOUS AND INCREDIBLY
GOOD FOR PROMOTING A HEALTHY MICROBIOME

K

imchi is eaten alongside many dishes.
In Korea it is even eaten with
breakfast! It has a delightfully tangy, sour
and hot flavour and there are many
different versions out there. It’s so
versatile that if you don’t have all of the
ingredients, it’s no biggie, you can adapt
the recipe according to your taste and the
availability of ingredients. The basic
ingredient that you cannot do without in
kimchi is Napa/Chinese cabbage which is
around two euros per cabbage and widely
available in France. Other ingredients that
are widely available and used in kimchi
are ginger, garlic, leeks, chilli and radish.
This recipe calls for daikon radish however
the black radish available in supermarkets
in France is a great substitute.
Kimchi is a fermented, nutritional
powerhouse, a little finicky to make but
once you get the hang of it, it becomes
straightforward. The food prep takes some
time but it’s worth the effort as you only
need a little bit with your meal to get
millions of beneficial bacteria, vitamins,
and minerals, plus fibre and a fabulous
umami taste - it’s like nothing else!
It is low in calories but packed with fibre,
vitamins essential for health like Vitamin
K for blood clotting and Vitamin B6 for
combating inflammation and regulating
mood, not to mention the many probiotics
within that contribute to numerous bodily
processes and that aid digestion. Mix
kimchi into warm soups to add flavour
and zing (not too hot or you risk killing the
beneficial bacteria). Enjoy kimchi as a side
to all savoury meals. It’s also great with
cheese, eggs, and cold meats or even just
as a spicy snack.
Ingredients
1 Napa/Chinese cabbage
1 Daikon radish
1 large leek
Large thumb of ginger
200g bird’s eye chillies
Bulb of garlic
Bottle of fish Sauce (Nam Pla)
(You can substitute Soy sauce or even
Nems dipping sauce if you cannot find
Nam Pla)
− 2 tbsp mineral salt
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Equipment
Sharp vegetable knife

Chopping board
Small blender or food processor
2 large bowls
Large glass jar with muslin or loose fitting
lid (breathable)
Wooden rolling pin

By Amanda

King

Amanda lives near
Ruffec and is in the final
year of an Advanced
Diploma in
Naturopathic Nutrition
with the College of
Naturopathic Medicine
in London. She holds a
BSc in Human Biology
and Counselling
/Psychology. Amanda is
passionate about living
in harmony with nature
and innate wellness.

amandakingnutrition@gmail.com
www.amandakingnutrition.com

4. Place the chilli paste in with the leeks
and radish, make sure it is well mixed.
Then using your hands or a spoon,
Instructions
depending on how brave you feel, push
the paste in between every leaf in your
1. Slice off the root end of the cabbage and
cabbage segments, making sure that
remove any damaged or old leaves.
there is a good amount of the leek/chilli
Place the cabbage down on the
mix in between each leaf. When that is
chopping board and slice lengthways in
done, take one of your segments or two
half. Slice from the centre of each half
leaves with the paste between and fold
cabbage lengthways into three equal
into the jar, press it firmly into the
segments so you have six roughly equal,
bottom of the jar with the end of the
long segments. Place into the large
rolling pin and continue to do the same
bowl. Sprinkle salt into the spaces
with the rest of the cabbage until you
between the leaves, making sure that it
have pressed all the
goes right in - it’s ok
cabbage and paste into
if the leaves separate
the jar. If there is paste
You can use the naturally
but try to keep them
left over then put a
as intact as possible.
occurring yeasts on the
Cover the salted
vegetable to grow your own spoon into the jar on top
of each leaf you press in
cabbage with a tea
immune-boosting probiotics so that you get
towel to protect it
everything into the jar.
and put aside.
When it’s pressed well
2. Remove any outer leaves of the leek
in, there should be some brine/water
and chop off the root end. Wash out
left over in the bowl where the cabbage
any mud from in between the leak
was - pour that in on top of the kimchi.
leaves. Thinly slice the entire leek
Press the cabbage down so that the
widthways into thin rings and place
brine covers the cabbage. This will
into a bowl. Chop off the leaves and
allow the anaerobic fermentation to
root tip ends of the radish and peel.
take place. Then simply cover the jar
Slice the radish into thin batons around
with the muslin, leave somewhere to
1-2 inches long and place in with the
ferment, out of direct sunlight and at
leeks. Remove all the cloves from the
room temperature.
whole bulb of garlic and place into the
5. Every day check that the kimchi hasn’t
blender. Peel the ginger and cut into
risen out of the brine due to the natural
small pieces and place all into the
gases produced as a by-product of the
blender with the garlic. Remove all the
fermentation process. If the cabbage is
stalks from the bird's eye chillies and
trying to climb out of the pot, push it
place all of them into the blender too.
back under the brine and let some of
Add half the bottle of fish sauce and
the gases escape by doing this. After
blend to a thick paste. This paste is
around two weeks your kimchi will be
potent, be sure to wash your hands and
ready and it’s safe to leave out of the
don’t touch your eyes.
fridge as long as the kimchi is kept
3. After 2-4 hours have passed, the
under the brine. Alternatively you can
cabbage should be wilting from the salt
store it in your fridge in a container
and there should be a little liquid in the
with a tight fitting lid as the
bottom of the bowl. At this stage if the
temperature of the fridge will inhibit
cabbage isn’t wilting much you can
fermentation, meaning you aren’t going
press on the top of the cabbage with the
to get a buildup of carbon dioxide in the
blunt end of the rolling pin to bruise it
jar in the fridge.
and allow the salt to penetrate. When
Enjoy this delicious food and reap the
it’s wilting and you have some water in
health benefits of making your own
the bowl, you are ready for the
natural kitchen probiotics.
next step.
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Doing
Your Bit

By Ronnie Ogier

Ronnie is a passionate
gardener and now
loves sharing her
years of experience of
success and failures in
her own garden and
sharing it with you.
Also a keen runner,
having been bitten by
the ‘Couch to 5K’ bug!

Creating a Haven for Wildlife
YOU DON’T HAVE TO LET YOUR GARDEN GROW WILD INTO A
JUNGLE-LIKE HABITAT, BUT WE CAN MAKE SMALL CHANGES THAT WILL
ATTRACT MORE WILDLIFE INTO OUR OUTSIDE SPACES

F

or me the joy of gardening is more
encourage – pollinators, parasites, and
predators. Each of them has their own
than just my love of plants, creating
important part to play, even the
my own little haven, it’s also about
earthworms, microorganisms and bacteria
all the visitors that I enjoy the space with
in the soil, though we don’t see very much
– the birds, insects and small creatures
of them.
that share my little part of this planet. To
this end my plants are not just for my
Adapting your garden to make it more
enjoyment, but they have a role to play in
wildlife friendly needn’t be a costly affair,
making a safe, interesting place for
it’s more about simple small changes that
wildlife to feel welcome. In addition, by
are easily achievable. But, be warned, the
encouraging more wildlife into my garden
wildlife will not magically appear
I am having an impact on my
overnight – many of these creatures
environment. This might be a very small
survive by being cautious. But by putting
part to play in helping to improve the
the right measures in place they will start
planet, but, if everyone took small actions
to arrive little by little. A lot of gardening
to encourage nature and
for wildlife is about letting
wildlife into their own
things go a little, not
We
want
peace,
gardens, the overall impact
being too tidy everywhere
seclusion
and
privacy
–
could make a big
– leaving some seed heads
difference. Why not give it
so do most
for the birds to eat after
a go?
wild creatures
the flowers have faded,
creating a pile of logs or
It’s all a question of
prunings in a quiet corner for creatures to
balancing our needs and our wishes for
use as a home. And your compost heap is
our gardens with those of wildlife – and
a haven for invertebrates and a magnet for
when we consider it, these needs are very
birds when you are digging it out or
similar. We want peace, seclusion and
turning it. It’s also easy to add things such
privacy – so do most wild creatures. We
as bird tables and nesting boxes as well as
aim to have flowers and foliage for a long
plants to attract pollinators. You may also
season – so does the wildlife. We also
benefit from creating a pond. This need
want space to sun ourselves, eat outside
not be a large one, even a small simple one
and enjoy summer evenings – all activities
can be effective.
that our wildlife is doing before we even
get out of bed, while we are working and
So, to encourage you to start in your own
after we go back
way, here are a few ideas on how to make
to bed.
wildlife welcome in your garden.
We don’t need to do much to make our
gardens inviting to wild things. It doesn’t
need to be a muddled mess, as in the
garden of one house we moved into, where
the owner claimed it was a ‘natural
garden’. It can be a garden filled with
flowers, fruit, and foliage, filled with
flitting birds and buzzing with insects.
Most of these are the creatures we want to
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Let the grass grow
This doesn’t need to be over the whole
garden, but long grass is a brilliant habitat
for many plants and insects. Leave the
grass to get taller and clover, daisies,
dandelions, and plantains will flower,
giving lots more nectar to attract insects
with little effort from you. Simply let

nature move in! The less pristine the lawn,
the better it is for wildlife. If you need a
pathway, raise the cutters on your mower
and leave the rest of mowing until July or
August, or the plants have flowered.
Make some compost
This is a win-win. Making and using your
own compost is an excellent way to recycle
plant materials and vegetable waste. It will
encourage microorganisms and insects
into your garden to turn all the waste
vegetative matter into beautiful dark,
sweet smelling compost which you can put
on the soil for both vegetables and flowers
to enrich the soil – no need for chemical
fertilisers now!
Take a break from weeding
I’m not advocating ignoring your beautiful
flower borders and letting the nettles and
dandelions take over your rose bed, but
what I am suggesting is that you find a
secluded area in your garden and allow
some weeds to grow. Nettles, buttercups
and daisies, among others, are an
important source of food for many insects,
including moths and butterflies. You can
also use some of the nettles to make ‘nettle
soup’, a free and very good natural food
for plants.
Build a log pile
This can be so easy to do and is invaluable
for wildlife, giving a home to all sorts of
insects and beetles who love to make their
homes in decomposing wood. In turn the
insects will draw in larger birds and
mammals such as hedgehogs, who will
also feed on your slugs. A heap of rotting
wood may not be our idea of a haven, but
for many insects, fungi and
microorganisms it is, and they will create a

property

Nesting boxes can make a real difference to the success or failure of a breeding species in
your garden, especially when accompanied by the regular supply of food and water

Bees love clover in all its varieties. It is a great source of
nectar - if you have clover, you’ll have bees!

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/nine-ways-to-build-a-wildlife-friendlygarden
https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/advice/gardening-for-wildlife/creating-awildlife-friendly-garden/
Even a tiny pond can be home to an interesting range of wildlife, including frogs and newts
By providing the right habitats, we greatly increase the number of beneficial
insects to our gardens

Wooden pallets,
dead wood, stones
and tiles make a
great habitat for
insects
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Support Local Business
we all need each other
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garden
beneficial environment for wildlife
to thrive.
Make a pond
Making space for water isn’t always easy,
plus there are safety concerns for young
children and pets, but it really is the most
significant thing you can do to attract
wildlife into your garden. You don’t need
a huge lake, it can be as small as a half
barrel, a water tank or an old sink, but
water is vital to all life. Place it in a light,
bright spot that is not in full sun all day –
it can be raised up or sunk into the ground
(line it to prevent it leaking). Make sure
you use rainwater as tap water contains
chemicals. Pile up stones or logs at the
edges to allow creatures to get in and out
and then add a few marginal plants. Great
plants for small ponds include: Miniature
waterlily (Nymphaea "Pygmaea Helvola"),
Lesser spearwort (Ranunculus flammula),
Starwort (Callitriche stagnalis) and
Flowering rush (Butomus umbellatus).
Plant a tree

Some of our common garden butterflies are reliant on
stinging nettles for their caterpillars to feed on

A tree or a large shrub will provide food
and shelter for many species from insects
to small mammals and birds. It will also
help to purify the air. Trees can also be the
focus for hanging feeders, nesting boxes
and bird houses. But do choose your tree
or shrub wisely – you don’t want an oak
tree growing next to your house!
Plant for year-round fruit
and flowers
Planting for year-round interest is great
for our gardens but even better for
wildlife. Choosing plants with flowering

Flowering times outside of
spring and summer means that
your garden is a potential source
of food for early season
hatchlings and migrating wildlife

Damselflies and dragonflies rely on water sources for breeding

times outside of spring and summer
means that your garden is a potential
source of food for early season hatchlings
and migrating wildlife. It’s also very
enjoyable for us to look out at flowers all
year round. These can be plants with a
long flowering and seeding season or
shrubs which come into their own in the
winter. The added bonus of many winter
flowering shrubs is the perfume they bring
into the garden; many are highly
perfumed to attract bees and
other insects.
Every garden, no matter its size, urban or
country, can become a haven for wildlife
relatively easily with a bit of tweaking,
some judicious planting, and careful
management. What wildlife really wants is
plenty of cover, good food and water, and
somewhere to sleep. If you can provide
these things, then, given enough time, the
wildlife will move in and take
up residence.

Provide safe places for hedgehogs to live and they will move in!
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BUYER BEWARE!
WE ALL WANT TO STAY HEALTHY, OR IF WE ARE NOT ON THE
SUMMIT OF HEALTH MOUNTAIN, WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO GET
BACK THERE

S

trangely, our bodies are quite good at
this, generally speaking. One wise
doctor once said that the occupation of the
medical professional was to keep the
patient amused while Nature affected
the cure.
However, it has not always been that
simple. Some doctors, aware of their
impotence in many cases, but conscious of
the huge fees they could command, have
sought to influence the system by
intervening in any way that seemed good.
Patients, too, sometimes distrusting the
professionals, have been more than willing
to listen to the blandishments of the
Snake-oil Salesmen and the Patent
Remedy Pedlars.

things, so this is, I hope, the first of an
occasional series of articles about the
oddities of health care, and how at least
some of humanity made it through in spite
of, not because of…
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A relatively modern example

A new energy

Taking pot-shots at the medical
professionals of several centuries ago is a
bit like shooting sitting birds (though do
not worry, there will be examples from
way back). However, I want to start by
looking at a situation that arose in the very
end of the 19th century and is still with us,
to which we all reacted in some very
strange ways – and we should all have
known better.

So, what else could this “new science” do
for mankind? Polonium was too rare and
short-lived to be much use, but radium,
with its powerful emissions and long halflife, proved very useful as a source of
energy with which, for example, to fight
cancer. The technique of Brachytherapy
was born, which consisted of implanting
needles of radium (suitably shielded in
silver to prevent chemical attack) inside a
tumour to irradiate it from within and
hopefully destroy it with minimal damage
to surrounding tissue. In some cases a
variation of this is still done, but rarely
these days using radium.

During the last 5 years of the
Looking back over
1890s, Wilhelm Röntgen
the history of healthFor the rest of the
discovered X-rays, Henri
care, it can be
Becquerel identified
population,
this
terrifying to see some
radioactivity, and the Curies
seemed like a new era
of the things, many
identified and isolated the
done in the name of
elements polonium and
then-current medical
radium, both highly radioactive.
thinking, that would now raise a shout of
A flurry of research began. Within a few
horror in our more enlightened times.
years X-rays were being used to look
For the most part, the medical profession
through intervening tissue to reveal the
is, and always has been, dedicated to the
structure of bones. By the time the Great
care and welfare of the rest of us, but
War broke out in 1914, field doctors had
along the way there have been
the ability (though rarely the leisure) to
strange aberrations.
search for bullets and stray shrapnel in the
Although I am not a doctor and have no
bodies of their patients. Incidentally it is a
formal medical training as such, I have
little-known fact that Marie Curie, by then
been in a position during a rather varied
a widow, operated a mobile X-ray unit on
career to gain an outsider’s view of such
the battlefield to “Do her bit”.
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in the Jurassic
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For the rest of the population, this seemed
like a new era. Wonderful medical
advances using a brand-new type of
energy. And this is where the Snake-oil
merchants could move in. There is nothing
that suits them better than to foist a halfunderstood discovery on Joe Public – you
can name your own price! A new source of
energy? Find a way of giving it to the man
in the street and let him make his
own mistakes.
Radon gas was identified as emanating
from some radioactive elements, notably

history

Marie Curie, at about the age when she
first isolated radium

thorium and uranium. Spas – and indeed
mines – in the Hertz Mountains and
similar regions, where uranium had been
extracted, began advertising – and
charging for – sessions of just sitting and
breathing in the gas, on the basis that it
was bound to do you good.

The Revigator (above, and left)
kept your drinking-water in contact
with uranium ore. Would you
want to drink that?

Now we know about the dangers of radon,
yet some of those spas still offer this
facility. Here in the West we spend
thousands of pounds to eliminate radon.
Anyone going into certain old mines in
Devon and Cornwall will wear sealed
breathing apparatus and protective
clothing to avoid over-exposure to the
radon. A mineralogist of my acquaintance
regularly ignored this advice and died of
lung cancer in his late 30s. But in Eastern
Europe, especially the former Communist
countries, they bathe in the stuff! Even
rich Arabs come to enjoy the facilities.
Have we learned nothing?

A small strip of
radium metal, of
which for a time I
had custody. Not
something I wanted
to stay too close to

Jolly dangerous gadgets
Some other ingenious ideas were tried.
Someone invented the Revigator (accent
on the last syllable). This was a pearshaped earthenware vessel with a capacity
of a few pints, lined with a coating of
sintered uranium ore. It had a tap at the
bottom and a hole at the top, with a cap,
for filling. The instructions were that you
filled it with water last thing at night so
that the water could stand in contact with
the radioactive lining and be charged with
radon and any other “actinic” influences
that might be around, and during the day
you drank as much of the “charged” water
as you could manage. This was probably
an expensive but relatively harmless
pastime – we should all drink lots of water
– but tests showed that the water also
tended to pick up traces of heavy metals,
which can accumulate in the body.
Uranium is a heavy-metal toxin, as well as
being radioactive.

The Radium Palace in the Czech
Republic - a luxury radon health spa
built on an old uranium mine where
hundreds of forced workers died
only two generations ago

There were other gadgets, too. You could
buy a bed-blanket threaded through with
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Most of the radium paint is enclosed on this
adult’s luminous watch (though still
delivering a radiation dose) but chillingly
there seem to be radioactive spots on the
outside of the watch too

Radithor - the killer medicine of the 1920s

radioactivity to help you sleep. You could
buy condoms impregnated with
radioactivity for “extra zing”. If he were
concerned about his potency, a man could
send for a radioactive “personal support”,
sent under plain wrapper, guaranteed to
restore vigour. It would almost certainly
have had the opposite effect!
The final bright wheeze was a substance
called “Radithor”. This was first marketed
in the 1920s by a dropout from Harvard,
not a doctor, named William Bailey, and
consisted of a small glass bottle containing
a solution “guaranteed” to contain not less
than a stated amount of Radium and
Thorium. It was not cheap, costing the
modern equivalent of $20 for 1 ounce (28
g) but one Eben Byers swore by it.

The unfortunate Eben Byers, whose
gruesome death from drinking Radithor
alerted doctors to its danger

Like a little candle …
Radium continued in the public domain,
however. One of the side-effects of the
considerable energy the element gives off
is that it can cause certain other chemicals
to glow. If you mix a radium salt with
specially-doped zinc sulphide and suitable
oils, a paint with a strong and long-lasting
green luminescence results. For decades
this was painted onto clock-dials, aircraft
instruments, even watch-dials – anything
that needed to be read in the dark. This
was very useful. In fact, sometimes folk
were kept awake by the light from their
alarm-clock. I can remember the light that
our bedside tea-maker used to emit, and
as a lad I had a Dan Dare watch which was
reassuringly luminous.

A drawback was that these dials were
Mr Byers was a rich ironmaster in
painted by young girls whose only training
America, and a rugby fanatic. On the train
was in using a paint-brush. As taught, they
home from a particularly robust game, he
used to ensure a sharp point on
fell out of a bunk-bed
and injured his arm.
The pain lasted some their brush by rolling the tip along
their tongues. This is not a good
The pain lasted some
time, so his doctor
idea even with normal paint;
time, so his doctor
recommended that he when using Radium paint, it is
recommended that
try Radithor
deadly. Several young ladies fell
he try Radithor. He
victim. In 2018, Netflix made a
did, and the pain
film of the story, entitled
went, and he felt marvellous. He sent
Radium Girls.
crates of Radithor to all his friends, and
drank at least one, and sometimes several,
Now we are reaping the whirlwind of that
bottles per
idea. The paint eventually loses its
day himself.
luminosity as the radiation gradually
deactivates the chemical bonds that give
In 1932 he died, horribly, of radiation
off the light, but the paint has lost hardly
poisoning, as did a couple of his friends,
any of its radioactivity. If you go to see a
and left a whole lot of his other friends
Hurricane or Spitfire in a museum these
very worried. (If you’re squeamish, I
days, you will often find an unsightly
suggest you don’t search his name on the
“Controlled Area” sign on the cockpit. If
internet.) They buried him in a lead-lined
the aircraft is carrying its original
coffin, and when they dug him up and
instruments unmodified, the radiation
tested his remains about 30 years later he
field in the cockpit can be above modern
was, not surprisingly, still noticeably
safe limits. Fortunately, “The Few” who
radioactive. But his death brought about
originally flew and fought in them had
the end of Radithor!
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A Dan Dare pocket-watch, identical to the
one I had in the 1950s, when I was about 10
years old! The radium paint on its hands
yields a detectable radiation dose
other things to worry about. Similarly, all
such instruments – including your old
alarm clock – should now be disposed of
as radioactive waste.
You can still get instruments with
luminous dials, but now the active
element is Tritium, an isotope of
Hydrogen. It is a weak emitter – its
radiation will barely penetrate the watchglass - and has a half-life of 12 years,
compared with Radium’s 1600 years, so
doesn’t have to be stored for so long to
decay. However, it does mean that the
brightness of your watch-dial drops by
half every 12 years!
Of course, after Hiroshima, Chernobyl,
and Fukujima, our attitude to radioactivity
is markedly different – in fact many
people have a phobia about it! But it still
continues to be used, especially in
medicine, to benefit us, only now under
much stricter control.
In the 120 years since radioactivity was
identified, we have gone from eager
acceptance to total rejection. And that is
with all our modern knowledge and
insight. It will be interesting to see what
else has happened over the centuries.

opinion

Past Indiscretions
A

round 1807 the American inventor Eli
Whitney patented his ‘Cotton ‘Gin’
(short for engine), a machine for cleaning
the seeds from cotton plants. His device
transformed the speed of harvesting and
soon made cotton a vastly more profitable
crop in the Deep South of the USA, where
tobacco had previously ruled. The success
of the Cotton ‘Gin rapidly enriched
plantation owners and consequently
embedded the demand for slave labour in
the rejuvenated economy of the southern
states. Conflict with the abolitionist north
thus became inevitable.
Whitney later went bust from the litigation
costs of fighting illegal copies of his
machine and was forced to take on a
contract to manufacture muskets for the
US government. His efficient methods of
production revolutionised the arms
industry and, forty years after his death,
helped the Union side to victory in a civil
war he had unwittingly helped to start.
History’s often bizarre circularity.
A similar paradox surrounds Alfred Nobel.
The offspring of a Swedish family who had
made their fortune in weaponry, (what is it
with these people?), young Alfred was
endearingly fixated with explosives. In
1867 he patented ‘dynamite’, (I love that
he originally intended to call it “Nobel’s
Safety Powder”). Disappointed with its
limited destructive power, our hero
pushed on and eventually developed a sort
of lethal Play-Doh, which he named
‘Gelignite’. What a guy.
However, when a French newspaper
mistakenly printed his obituary,
describing him as “the merchant of death”,
Alfred was so shocked at realising how he
would be remembered (really?) that he
instead devoted his fortune to establishing
the Nobel Prize - including the one for
peace - in order to secure for himself a
more respectable legacy.

I can’t top Alan Bennet’s description of
history being “just one (expletive) thing
after another'” but I greatly enjoy these
quirky facts; it’s also sobering to note how
everything we know as “The Past'” was so
close to being something else entirely. The
labyrinthine course of history is no more
or less than an unremitting cause-andeffect chain of consequences, mostly
unforeseen and almost always unintended.

Brian White lives in
south Indre with
his wife, too many
moles and not
enough guitars

An onslaught of anti-EU propaganda in
the British media certainly contributed,
For instance, if Napoleon Bonaparte had
but judicious use was also made of the two
been born just 15 months earlier, he would
touchstones of British history – its days of
have been Italian – how would that have
empire and the Second World War. Such
changed European history? Or the
is the emotional clout of these two topics
assassination of Archduke Franz
that much of the Brexit debate took place
Ferdinand in Sarajevo which ignited the
against this backdrop: that Britain had
cataclysmic First World War but which
once been a global superpower (its
only occurred because his driver took a
empire) yet somehow simultaneously the
wrong turn. The most alarming ‘what-if’ of
plucky underdog (WW2). With highly
them all is unquestionably Russian
selective portrayals of both, little mention
submarine officer Vasili Arkhipov
was made of the incalculable human
prevailing in an argument with his captain
misery which largely financed the former
beneath the waters of Cuba in October
or the countless
1962. Just reading about it can
other nationalities
make you sweat.
It comprises the
who fought
All very interesting, of course,
myths and falsehoods
alongside Britain
but tragically, history, although
during the latter.
wrongly believed by
always fascinating, has an evil
so many to be true
Of course, it worked
twin. It comprises the myths
and we’re out.
and falsehoods wrongly
History, as they say, is written by the
believed by so many to be true, the
winners, (apart from in 1066, obviously,
implanted false beliefs about the past.
when it was knitted). But basing
Consider: just six months before the 2016
gargantuan decisions on what someone
EU referendum in Britain, an Ipsos MORI
urges us to believe about the past is
poll found that only around 1% of the
perilous without examining who is doing
British public thought of Europe as an
the urging and, crucially, why.
important issue, a figure little changed
during the previous decade. That’s one
per cent.
Yet a matter of weeks later, millions had
become convinced the EU lay at the root of
the country’s problems and that leaving it
was the panacea to all ills. Whatever your
feelings about Brexit, that is an
astonishing reversal. How did it happen?

It’s an increasingly vital lesson every
country must learn. In his dystopian novel
‘1984’, written more than seventy years
ago, George Orwell warned: "Who controls
the past controls the future: who controls
the present controls the past."
As Mr Eli Whitney might have said, it’s
about time we cottoned on.
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RAPID HOME TESTING KITS
French supermarkets have now been given the okay to sell the antigen
self-testing Covid tests until the 15th of February. Initially, this was supposed
to be offered only in the month of January, but demand has been so high
the government has extended the date. The auto-test allows people to take
a rapid antigen test at home, giving you a result usually within 15 minutes.
These are proving very popular and people are taking them before they
meet for social gatherings. The sales of these tests in the supermarkets has
helped with the still-high demand, as the Omicron variant continues to
spread. They are not as accurate as the PCR tests (which are lab tested)
but they are convenient and easy to take.

COVID UPDATES THIS MONTH
There are a few key
changes this month.
From
the
2nd
of
February masks will no
longer be mandatory
outside, but they do
remain obligatory in
indoor public spaces and
on public transport. The
crowd limit for crowds at
cultural and sporting
events will be lifted
when the audience is
seated, but masks must
still be worn. Current
crowd limits are set at
5000 people outdoors and
2000 people indoors.
From
the
16th
of
February
standing
concerts will be allowed
again and nightclubs
will
reopen.
The
consumption of alcohol
while standing in bars
will be also permitted.
The Covid vaccine pass
was approved last month
and came into effect on
the 24th of January. The
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vaccine pass will apply
to anyone aged 16 and
over and affects leisureoriented public spaces
where a health pass was
currently
required
(restaurants,
bars,
cinemas, long-distance
travel). The vaccine pass
isn’t required to go into
hospitals, nursing homes
or
other
healthcare
facilities - (a negative
Covid test, valid for 24
hours, can be used for
this). If you receive your
first vaccine dose by the
15th of February, you
can get a vaccine pass
immediately, as long as
you get a negative Covid
test (which will remain
valid for 24 hours), and
commit to receiving the
second dose within a
month. The vaccine pass
measures could be ended
if
pressure
on
the
healthcare
services
reduces sufficiently.

PSYCHOLOGISTS BILLS
Appointments with a psychologist in France are now
reimbursable as long as your GP has referred you.

WINTER SALES 2022
If you still want to grab yourself a bargain, this year’s winter sales are
on until the 8th of February. Following this, the shops will often offer
a Grande Braderie, selling off the end of last season’s stock.
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Snowdrops, with their shy but uplifted
heads, break the icy start to the early
mornings of spring
A wonderful display of wild daffodils bringing joy to the edge of a wood

The Gateway
to Spring

By Mik
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“FOR SUCH A BEASTLY MONTH AS FEBRUARY, TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS AS
A GENERAL RULE ARE PLENTY”

S

o wrote WS Gilbert in “The Pirates of
Penzance”. And I think most of us feel
very much the same. January has frozen
us to the marrow, and then February
either continues this or warms things up
to slush. Either way, nothing tangible
seems to happen to Nature.
It isn’t true, though. Nature is always
doing something. Snowdrops appear even
towards the start of the month. These
always cheer the heart. Our church in
England had a wonderful bank of
snowdrops in front of it, and it uplifted the
heart on a bitter cold Sunday morning –
until the Vicar decided to build his new
church hall right on the same spot!
If the month is warm, and early growth is
possible, the wild daffodils may start to
appear in the woods by the end of the
month – certainly their growth will be well
advanced. The daffodil’s old name is “Lent
lily”, and with Easter almost as late as it
can be this year, they really should live up

to that name. The little wood near my
home is host to a mass of small, wild
daffodils, and for me they signal the start
of hope for the spring to come.

year we even had a May frost – no walnuts
for me last autumn!

There are a few insects around at the start
of the month, and if temperatures are not
too arctic, you may see the odd Carpenter
The male flowers of a number of trees are
Bee exploring holes in walls and timbers
preparing themselves for spring. The hazel
towards the end of the month, and I have
trees in particular look beautiful as the
even seen
catkins, which have
Hummingbird Hawk
been hanging around
If you should chance to see a
Moths in flight late in
looking reddish all
winter, begin to take
butterfly, be assured that it is February, but that is
most uncommon.
on the yellowish
a hibernating adult that has
blush of developing
been awakened by an
If you should chance to
pollen. These catkins
see a butterfly, be
unusually
warm
day
are always early, as
assured that it is a
they have to release
hibernating adult that
their pollen before the tree-leaves develop,
has been awakened by an unusually warm
so that the pollen, which is wind-borne,
day. Since insect hibernation is different
can reach the female flowers
from that of vertebrates, it is less energyuninterrupted.
costly for an insect to switch between
dormancy and wakefulness, but the
No blossoms will appear yet on any other
creature’s chances of survival to spring
tree, however; the likelihood of frost in
will be enhanced if a source of nectar can
March, and even in April, is high. Last
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nature
be found. There may be a hardy dandelion
in a frost-free corner, and primroses can
show their faces at the most
unexpected times.
Hedgehogs and other hibernating
vertebrates may be tricked in the same
way, and in their case, without substantial
help from us, any chance of rehibernating is slim. Squirrels may be seen,
raiding their own and each other’s stores
of food, since they do not hibernate in the
true sense.

Hazel catkins turning yellow ready to broadcast their pollen to the winds

A male Carpenter
bee fuelling-up.
A surprisingly big
bee, as you can see

On 30th December last, when the
temperature had risen to a very
unseasonable (but, for a human,
welcome) 15°C, one of my correspondents
sent me a photograph he had taken that
very day, of a Fire Salamander crossing
his garden. It should have been in full
hibernation in a pile of leaf-litter. Poor
little creature! It had evidently been
tricked into waking up by the warmth. I
just hope it managed to get to sleep again.
Again, the transition from dormancy to
wakefulness is less drastic for an
amphibian than for a mammal.
All the mammals are, we hope, awaiting
the return of the warmth of spring, the
smaller ones to mate and bear young, the
larger, who have borne their young

Often the food put out by
concerned householders can mean
the difference between life and
death for overwintering birds
throughout the winter, to give birth. And
so it all begins – or rather continues.
Don’t forget to feed the birds, especially if
the frosts return. Food is very scarce
during cold weather, and often the food
put out by concerned householders can
mean the difference between life and
death for overwintering birds. Please
make sure, though, that you are not just
putting down ground-bait on behalf of the
local cats, and use stout containers that
the birds can feed from but which
discourage raiders such as squirrels, who
are most inventive in their attacks on any
source of free food.
One other warning I should give. I usually
mention it in passing, but perhaps it is
time to give a few more details, as several
people have asked me about it.
During late February and March you may
encounter what appears to be a brownish
snake walking along the ground. A quick
study will show that this is no snake, since
it is unnaturally thin and moves in a
straight line, not writhing or “snaking”
along. In fact, the “snake” is composed of
about 20 to 30 caterpillars walking noseto-tail in “follow-my-leader” style.

A Fire Salamander, similar to the one my friend saw in January
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You have come upon a family of Pine
Processionary moth caterpillars. DO NOT
TOUCH THEM! These caterpillars
(Thaumetopoea pityocampa) are covered
in irritating hairs, which will cause at best

nature

nature

Pine processionary moth caterpillars sunning themselves on the outside of their communal
cocoon. You can see their irritant hairs clearly
A Pine processionary moth cocoon in a
pine-tree. It is about the size of a tennisball. There may be several in one tree

burrow into the soil and complete their
life-cycle.
This is a wonder of nature, but sadly, as
the caterpillars constitute a pest to the
trees and a danger to humans and
animals, war is waged against them. In
some European countries it is an offence
not to kill them. I hate to advocate the
destruction of any wildlife, but these little
creatures are a real menace.

Pine processionary moth caterpillars on the move. Do not touch them, and keep your pets far
away from them!
a nettle-rash reaction in humans, at worst
The caterpillars hatch from eggs laid in
a serious allergic reaction in susceptible
summer on pine trees, and they spend the
people. However, it is especially to pets
rest of the summer eating the pine-needles
that these caterpillars are a danger. Cats
voraciously. They can strip (and kill) a
and dogs, unfamiliar with the
small pine-tree, and you
phenomenon, may well
may then encounter a rare
assume this is either
It is especially to pets
summer train of them
food or something to
looking for a new
that these caterpillars
play with. If they try to
food supply.
are a danger
pick up the caterpillars
The caterpillars overwinter
in their mouths they will
in the pine-trees, in a silk cocoon that
be seriously affected, and in extreme cases
looks like a fuzzy white tennis-ball, high in
irreparable damage can be done to the
the tree. There may well be several
tongue and soft tissues of the mouth,
colonies in any one tree. In late winter or
which has occasionally necessitated the
early spring they emerge to have a final
partial amputation of the affected tissues.
feed and to pupate. This is when you are
In extreme cases, the tissues of the throat
most likely to see them as they go in
can swell, cutting off the animal’s air
supply and causing suffocation.
procession to find a suitable spot to

It is not advisable, though, to try stamping
on the procession, as the caterpillars
retaliate by releasing their hairs to float in
the air, and you may well inhale some,
with unpleasant results. The only real
answer is a quick-acting pesticide or a jet
of flame, played onto the column of
caterpillars from the back end to the front
(not the other way, as the column
will scatter).
If you can separate the cocoons from the
trees without disturbing the sleeping
caterpillars (a coating of hairspray can
help prevent the cocoon being ruptured),
then the cocoons should be burned on a
hot fire until reduced to ash. A quick burn
which leaves the tightly-packed
caterpillars dead but not destroyed will
leave plenty of unconsumed hairs to
pollute the area. The wise French advice is
to burn them at least three times.
This problem used to be confined to the
Mediterranean region, but it is spreading
northwards and has been established in
our area for some years, so please be
careful and keep a watchful eye, especially
in your garden.
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The Hiatus of February
I HAVE SAID THIS BEFORE AND I WILL SAY IT AGAIN; FEBRUARY IS
THE WORST MONTH IN MY FISHING CALENDAR
By Clive Kenyon

T

he predator season closed at the end of
January and the trout fishing season
does not start until the second Saturday of
next month. Given the typical February
weather the coarse fish will not be on form
for another month or so unless we get
lucky with some strong southerly winds.

upper River Vienne and its tributaries,
and the better-known River Dordogne.

Starting with the Touvre; it really is a
beautiful if very short river. It rises close
to the village of the same name as a fullyfledged trout river. Not just any old river
either, but a chalk stream by the fact that
the water percolates through limestone
There is no point looking back, not after
deposits. The water rises and erupts in a
the last two years anyway. So, let us look
boiling cauldron before flowing around 11
forward, like many French pêcheurs, to
km into the Charente
the trout season.
near to GondFrance is blessed
Along the lengths of these
Pontouvre. The river is
with some
upland rivers are many small
as wide at its source as
spectacular trout
at its mouth. The
fishing and whilst
and not-so-small dams that
Touvre is fed by a 500
some of the more
also hold trout
km2 underground
well-known
aquifer system called
locations are in the
“Karst of Rochefoucauld” that stretches
east of the country, we also have some
between Angoulême, Mansle, Saintfantastic fishing closer to home. A lot of
Mathieu and Nontron. This deep
the smaller rivers that we cross in our cars
underground system ensures that the
without giving any thought to hold trout.
water erupts from the source at a more
They can be fished for the cost of a carte
moderate temperature range than normal
de pêche and a few worms. A lot of these
rain-fed rivers.
rivers are too overgrown for fly-fishing,
but can still give sport to anglers willing to
The trout fishing of the Touvre is famous
fish the upstream worm or trotting
throughout France and it is regulated in
maggots where allowed.
that barbless hooks and a ‘No Kill’ policy
are in force. Initially, in March, wading is
For the purist fly-fishers the best locations
prohibited, but later on in the year there is
closest to us are probably the River
no reason why you cannot don your
Touvre, a tributary of the Charente, the
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waders and fish the evening sedge rise.
Wading is banned during the early season
in many rivers to prevent damage to
spawning beds used by fish such as
grayling and salmon.
The upper reaches of the River Vienne,
along with its tributaries the Maulde and
Taurion, are also superb fly-fishing
waters. At Eymoutiers there is a ‘No Kill’
stretch near to La Pelaude from the outfall
of the Bussy dam to the Macaud bridge.
You can also fish the area around SaintLéonard-de-Noblat where specific ‘No Kill’
zones are evident and at Bazenant. At
Peyrat-le-Château the lesser-known River
Maulde holds truly wild brown trout and a
few wild grayling. Grayling do not come
into season until May and so must be
returned. The river Taurion is one of the
best-kept secrets of the region. Grayling
are on the red list of endangered species so
it is important not to disturb their
spawning grounds in May and quickly
return any grayling caught. Along the
lengths of these upland rivers are many
small and not-so-small dams that also
hold trout, so still water fly-fishing is
also available.
All the Vienne system trout rivers in these
high areas are typically shallow, fast
flowing rivers over stony beds. The trout

animal
average between 15cm and 30cm and are
very wary in the clear shallow water. This
is no place for a reservoir tackle of a 6lb
tippet and long shanked lures. You will
have more success with fine tippets and
flies of size 16 or less. A lot less in some
places. Flies and nymphs should be based
around the sedge family as caddis is king
in these parts.
The River Dordogne will shortly be
benefiting from a large grant awarded to
improve the river and habitat. It already
holds some spectacular wild brown trout
that are supplemented each year by
stocking of brown trout, known locally as
‘Fario’, rainbow trout, and salmon parr.
The river rises high in the Auvergne
mountains close to Le Mont-Dore and
descends around 500 km west before
joining the Gironde. Above Argentat the
river flows through steep gorges and is
dammed in several places. These areas
require a degree of mobility to access the
best places and a natural stealth as the
water is shallow and very, very clear.
Below Beaulieu-sur-Dordogne the river
flows through a wider, more gently sloped
valley. There are plenty of villages and
campsites alongside the river and it is
possible to explore the river around these
accessible places. In mid-summer the
river becomes a mecca for canoeists so it
might be better to plan your trips before
June or, if high summer is the only time

The river rises high in the
Auvergne mountains close to
Le Mont-Dore
you can visit, fish the evening as most
hired canoes are safely beached by 5pm.
The area around Rocamadour and Martel
is a good place to try if you are unfamiliar
with the area.

Petite Paws Cattery
Private pens, each with inside and outside space.
Peaceful garden setting. Open 7 days a week. Viewings
welcome by appointment. Recommendations
available. Situated in Montemboeuf (16)

Alison Sacco

Tel: 07 52 94 37 48
Certificates in cat care

E: alison@petitepaws.fr
www.petitepaws.fr
Siret: 87789319800011

Chateau des Chiens
79190
Limalonges

Fully equipped, heated salon
providing a safe, comfortable
environment for your dog
All dog types, sizes & temperaments
catered for by a fully insured,
experienced groomer

Contact Chris T. 06 74 80 47 25
Email: chateaudeschiens@yahoo.com
siret 83786431300015

LIME TREE

KENNELS
15 mins La Rochefoucauld
20 mins Rochechouart

● Purpose-built kennels
New email
● Large secure paddock
address
● Large family kennels available
Anita Frayling. Le Baillat, 16220 Rouzede
Tel: 05 45 66 14 62
Email: anita.limetreekennels@gmail.com
Siret: 822 175 527 0016

You can forget what I said about fine lines
and small flies for Vienne trout on the
higher reaches of the Dordogne. Here
ultra-light is a necessity and you will be
fishing 2lb tippets or less and 20 or 22
sized patterns. Because the riverbed
consists of small stones it pays to keep
your hook sharp and examine the
dressing periodically as this sort of fishing
can ruin the fly in a few casts. On the plus
side, some of the trout can reach 60cm that is two feet in old money.
As well as these better-known places you
will also find trout fishing in the Creuse
and Corrèze departments and throughout
the Périgord. The River Vézère is
regarded as one of the cradles of
civilisation in Europe. In the Valley of the
Gorge d’Enfer the ‘Shelter of Fish’
contains an accurately sculptured relief of
a life-size salmon dating back to around
25,000 BC, and bone fragments from
nearby caves suggest that trout and
salmon formed a significant part of their
diet. It is not known whether these
Troglodytes fished the upstream dry fly.
But I like to think that they did.
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farm life

February
On the Smallholding

Tamsin Cooper is
a smallholder and
writer with a
keen interest in
animal behaviour
and welfare
By Tam
s

in Coop
er

www.goatwriter.com

I PREFER MY GOATS TO MATE IN OCTOBER SO THAT KIDS ARE BORN IN
SPRING, WHEN GRASS BEGINS TO GROW AGAIN AND TEMPERATURES
ARE MILDER

T

his is the natural inclination for both
species, and indeed most farm animals
were originally seasonal breeders.
However, popular breeds have been
selected for many generations to be as
prolific as possible, so their breeding
season may start in early September. In
fact, many farmers welcome early births
so that the young can grow to maximum
size and maturity during the same year. So
it is important to be prepared for births at
this time, especially if mating started in
September or you don’t know when your
animals were bred.

− long, rope-like discharge.

At this time, make sure she has a quiet,
secluded, non-stressful environment. The
hardier the breed, the more likely she can
deliver without issues and raise the young
herself. People often say that goats need
no help kidding, but I find it worthwhile to
oversee births, as sometimes assistance
can save a life. My does like me to stay
with them when they kid; one used to
follow us around, even as the kid started
to emerge, and another bleats at me if I
make a move to leave. Other animals may
prefer solitude
during birth – it
depends on the
Sheep and goats prefer to
individual. In any
isolate themselves from the
case, it’s important
flock just before giving birth to remain on hand.

You’ll need a clean, dry,
individual stall ready for
each animal that may
come to term around the
same time. Sheep and
goats prefer to isolate
to avoid interference from
When labour starts,
themselves from the flock
their
companions
her waters break;
just before giving birth to
she may stand or lie
avoid interference from
down and bleat
their companions. Some keepers wait until
with the effort of contractions. This stage
the prospective mother does this before
should only last about half an hour. If
leading her to a stall. This works well for
longer, she may need an internal
older, experienced mothers, and hardy
examination to ensure there is no
breeds. Inexperienced mothers, and those
blockage. If you don’t have the experience
bred for high yields, are more liable to
to do this yourself, make sure you have a
make imprudent choices and get caught in
vet or experienced smallholder or farmer
labour in inclement conditions. In this
you can ring for assistance.
case, it is better to bring the ewe or doe
into the barn once you see early signs of
I have had to help my goats a couple of
approaching labour.
times. The first was when an
inexperienced doe gave birth to twins in
As her time approaches she becomes
cold conditions - while she cleaned off the
restless and loses interest in feed. Other
first kid, the second remained chilled in
signs are easier to see in goats; slackness
the damp mucus of amniotic fluid, so I
of ligaments around the tail, sagging belly,
stepped in to dry him off and introduce
filling of udders. These indicators become
him to her attentions. Even so, both kids
more noticeable as the time to deliver
got very cold, and she really needed my
nears. Also look out for the following
help to get them dry as quickly as possible.
signs, which may vary between
Fortunately, both soon found her udder
individuals:
and body heat and regained a normal
− pacing, stamping, pawing the ground
temperature. First-time mothers really do
not know what is happening to them and
− lying down and getting up again
can get quite distressed. Until they lick
− looking at abdomen
their offspring and the hormones kick in,
they may not even realise that there are
− increased bleating
young to care for. Fortunately, the next

time around they know what to expect, but
can be fazed by multiple offspring.
Another time, a doe was straining to
deliver. Her kid’s hoof and muzzle were
presenting, but making no progress. I had
to reach in to find the other hoof and bring
it to the fore. The kid was very large and
could have become stuck had she not had
assistance. Kids and lambs can also get
stuck if they present in the wrong position,
if a head or leg gets trapped. That’s why
it’s important to have an experienced
mentor who you can easily contact.
After birth, it is important to disinfect
umbilical cords by dipping them in iodine,
check that young get to their feet within a
few minutes, and check that they suckle
and receive milk within the hour. The first
milk is called colostrum and contains
antibodies that the young need to kickstart their immune system. They are only
able to absorb these antibodies within the
first few hours of life. If the mother cannot
give milk, check the teat is not blocked
(you may need to squeeze it to remove the
waxy plug). If she has no milk, or the
udder is infected, you will urgently need to
get colostrum by milking another animal
or getting dried colostrum from the vet.

Good advice available here:
Backyard Goats:
backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/
?category=&s=labor

Sheep 20:
www.sheep101.info/201/
lambingprocess.html

Rutgers:
4hanimalscience.rutgers.edu/
2018/03/15/understandinglambing-behavior/
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getting connected
SATELLITE TV

STUART
WALLACE
THE FRENCH HOUSE

H

ello dear readers and welcome to
February. Not literally, you can’t just
take it. I’m not quite at the level where I
can start handing out these things willy
nilly. But welcome all the same and I hope
this finds you well. As we charge headfirst
into no doubt yet another annus horribilis
(which really should be the name of a
haemorrhoids cream!), rest assured we’ll
be with you all the way. We’re not
going anywhere. Much like
haemorrhoids actually….
Freesat is not the same as Freeview. Please
do not try to use a Freeview box for UK
TV reception.
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If you would like to get into the world of
number of music channels which have
Netflix and Amazon Prime video, but you
made a return, starting from 501. Some of
don’t yet have a smart TV, then something
it is a little, er, modern for me though.
like an Amazon Firestick or Google
Some young people have told me it’s quite
Chromecast is an inexpensive way to do it.
good though.
These items (you don’t need both) connect
Many people who haven’t been in France
to your TV via an HDMI socket and allow
for that long often comment about the
you to stream content
hour time difference
from the internet. You just
being an issue with
need to have a fast enough
their viewing habits.
connection. Using either
Following a row about
This is when the
the supplied remote
the cost of being on the
option of something
control or in some cases,
like a Freesat+, or, if
platform,
toys
were
put
your phone, you can turn
you’re feeling flush,
back
in
prams
your TV ‘smart’.
Sky+, becomes
Subscriptions are
attractive. Either will
required for both services
let you record onto a
but they pale in
hard-drive so you can watch whatever
comparison when compared to the cost of
you’ve recorded at your convenience.
Sky TV. Not great for sport though.
Or of course, you could install a TV and
Oh, you may well already know, but
satellite receiver in your bedroom. That’s a
Channel 4 HD is back on Freesat.
tricky subject though. It’s a Marmite issue.
Following a row about the cost of being on
That’s all from me this month. Please feel
the platform, toys were put back in prams
free to get in touch if you have any
and you can now find it at position 126 on
questions. Have a good one.
your Freesat receiver. There are also a

getting connected

ROBERT MAHONY
Give us a call no job too small

House Renovation & Maintenance

or

DAVID READ

Souvigne 16240 (Nr Aigre)

I offer free &

I offer free &
friendly
advice
friendly
advice
so
please
don’t
so please don’t
hesitatetoto
hesitate
contactme
me.
contact

Siret 80991622400011

French trained
Electrician
Domestic, Public & Industrial Work
Computer technician
French Speaking
Offers good free advice
87190 Magnac Laval
T: 05 55 68 08 13
M: 06 25 20 99 13

david.read@wanadoo.fr
Siret 490820859RM87

Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne
Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36
Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

CHARLES HODENCQ

PETER AMOR

Electricité Générale

siret: 48002659000012

French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87
& parts of 86,16 & 23

Siret: 51190455900024

• French registered, fully qualified electrician
• Project Management
• All Estimates Free
• 10 year guarantee

Simple jobs
Complete renovations
New builds
Conformity checks
Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guarantee

ELECTRICIAN

For all your electrical needs - safety
checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations
05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com
Siret No: 503121279 00015

Tel: 05 49 91 85 54
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Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /
Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation
Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

ANDREW LONGMAN

Siret 509 768 693 00012

siret 440 419 018 00013

PLUMBING REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
INSTALLATIONS
OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
FULLY INSURED
BASED IN DEPT 79 - WILL TRAVEL

T: 05 49 29 12 64 / M: 06 79 37 02 08
E: ak.longman@hotmail.co.uk

GARY MOORE

OIL

HEATING

GAS
SOLID FUEL
INSTALLATION
SERVICING

email: gary.moore@orange.fr
05 45 29 68 73 / 06 30 11 86 84

REPAIRS

Siret: 491827705 00022

PARTENAIRE

Kev Pope, the Computer Man

PC repairs, upgrades, internet, home service

T: 05 49 62 87 10
e-mail: kpcservice@wanadoo.fr
86460 Availles-Limouzine
Siret no: 453 868 275 00034

Homecall PC
PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals
ESET SECURITY BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com
www.homecallpc.com
87150 Champagnac La Riviere

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM

etcetera
Supporting
Local Business
Since 2006
www.etceteraonline.org
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artisans
ADRIAN AMOS
SPECIALIST CARPENTER/JOINER
BESPOKE JOINERY & RENOVATIONS
DOORS-SHUTTERS-STAIRS-FLOORINGKITCHENS
FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOP & 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
LOTS OF SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

05 45 31 14 58 / 06 63 20 24 93
adrian.luke.amos@gmail.com
SIRET : 508 248 747 000 18

Advertise Your
Business
From as little as 35€ ttc
editors.etcetera@gmail.com
www.etceteraonline.org

ARCHITECT
Siret. 500 835 189 000 16

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES
no. 073326
Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years
14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld
T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr
Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions
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M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Full English
Scaffolding Service
Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.
Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87
martin.clare6@gmail.com

Steve’s property
maintenance
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,
PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

FULLY INSURED

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr

One Builder

Tout Batiment

www.timhartley.fr
Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring

Siret: 49411778100018

Siret 84223310800013

Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com

Advertise Your Business
From as little as 35€ ttc

New edition every month

Contact Sam or Gayle:
editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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motors & removals
Walton Coachworks
87600 Vayres Nick Walton
MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

CARS MOTORCYCLES LIGHT TRUCKS

CHABANAIS WORKSHOP
Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep - Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened
Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75 Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted
• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

NEW

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs - less common cars 3-day delivery
walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices

Tyre fitting, inc balancing : 12€
Tracking/Alignment
: 35€
Car/Van servicing
: 75€ + parts
E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

siret 53821341400013

Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)
Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

siret: 48252490700011

TRANSITION REMOVALS
Family run business based in France which prides itself on a personal professional service.
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe, we also have a box trailer for larger loads.
Our highly experienced staff provide a door to door service with packing and dry secure storage
We are a professional furniture removal company NOT a man and a van.
Please call Phil and Jean Evans....

Phone (+33) 05 55 34 19 46 Mobile (+33) 06 80 75 87 14
Email p.evans@orange.fr Visit www.transitionremovals.net

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Siret 502 021 660 00019

Packing & Storage Options

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Franglais Deliveries
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motors & removals
A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage
Established 2007

Now storing cars, caravans
and camping cars
Call Karen for a quote on

09 66 03 52 89
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YOUR COMPANION FOR LIFE IN THE FRENCH COMMUNITY

Become a
Subscriber!
No need to head to
your local distribution
point, join our evergrowing list of
subscribers and we’ll
arrange for etcetera
magazine to be
delivered to your door
every month.
Yes! That’s 12
editions a year!

Annual subscription
France 50€ / UK 50€
www.etceteraonline.org
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etcetera magazine
Supporting Local Businesses Since 2006
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